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some barbarous name, and hurried on.' At that time the

poet must have seen but the cold, hard profile of the man,

instead of the broad, beaming, full-orbed glance which he

may cast over the wondrous ons of the past eternity.

To meet any difficulties arising from misconception, it

may be proper to glance rapidly at what has been accom

plished in geological research within the last two years.

The reader will thus avoid the painful impression that there

are any suppressed facts of recent date which clash with the

theories of the succeeding Lectures, destroying their value

and impairing their unity. And it may be well to remind him

that there are two schools of Geology, quite at one in their

willingness to bring all theories to the test of actual discovery,

but widely differing in their leanings as to the mode in which,

a Priori, they would wish the facts brought to light to be

viewed. The one, as expounded in the following Lectures,

delights in the unfolding of a great plan, having its original
in the Divine Mind, which has gradually fitted the earth to

be the habitation of intelligent beings, and has introduced

upon the stage of time organism after organism, rising in

dignity, until all have found their completion in the human

nature, which, in its turn, is a prophecy of the spiritual and

Divine. This may be said to be the true development

hypothesis, in opposition to the false and puerile one, which

has been discarded by all geologists worthy of the name,

of whatsoever side. The other school holds the opinion,

though perhaps not very decidedly,-that all things have

been from the beginning as they are now; and that if evid

ence at the present moment leans to the side of a gradual

progress and a serial development, it is because so much

remains undiscovered; the hiatus, wherever it occurs, being
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